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We present the master (i.e. unique) behavior of the orrelation length, as a funtion of the thermal
eld along the ritial isohore, asymptotially lose to the gas-liquid ritial point of xenon, krypton,
argon, helium 3, sulfur hexauoride, arbon dioxide and heavy water. It is remarkable that this
uniity extends to the orretion-to-saling terms. The ritial parameter set whih ontains all the
needed information to reveal the master behavior, is omposed of four thermodynami oordinates
of the ritial point and one adjustable parameter whih aounts for quantum eets in the helium
3 ase. We use a sale dilatation method applied to the relevant physial variables of the one-
omponent uid sublass, in analogy with the basi hypothesis of the renormalization theory. This
master behavior for the orrelation length satises hypersaling. We nally estimate the thermal
eld extent, where the ritial rossover of the singular thermodynami and orrelation funtions
deviate from the theoretial rossover funtion obtained from eld theory.
PACS numbers: 64.60.-i, 05.70.Jk, 64.70.Fx
1. INTRODUCTION
Close to the gas-liquid ritial point of a one-
omponent uid, the knowledge of the orrelation length
ξ, i.e. the size of the ritial utuations of the order pa-
rameter, is one among the most important hallenge to
provide better ritial phenomena understanding, in par-
tiular for hypersaling and rossover desriptions. The
orrelation length measurements ξ (∆T ) as a funtion of
the temperature distane ∆T = T − Tc to the ritial
point along the ritial isohore ρ = ρc, in the homoge-
neous range T > Tc, have been published for Xe [1, 2℄,
Kr [3℄, Ar [4℄,
3
He [5, 6℄, SF6 [7, 8℄, CO2 [9, 10℄, and
D2O [11, 12℄. T (Tc) is the temperature (ritial tem-
perature). ρ (ρc) is the density (ritial density). We
report an analysis of these data using the sale dilatation
method initially proposed by one of us [13, 14℄, whih was
reently upgraded [15℄ to aount for quantum eets in
light uids suh as
3
He . The basi information of the
sale dilatation method is given by the four oordinates
whih loalize the ritial point on the experimental p
(pressure), vp¯ (partile volume), T (temperature), phase
surfae. In addition, a single well-dened adjustable pa-
rameter, noted Λ∗qe, haraterizes the quantum ontri-
bution at T ∼= Tc. Considering suh a minimum set of
ritial parameters, the two main objetives of this paper
are:
i) to phenomenologially observe the master (i.e.
∗
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unique) singular behavior of the orrelation length for
the universality sublass of the one-omponent uids.
For this we simply use the appropriate sale dilatation
of ∆T and ξ, showing the master behavior without exat
knowledge of its singular funtional form;
ii) to t the resulting master urve by a mean rossover
funtion obtained from the reent results [16℄ of the mas-
sive renormalization sheme [17, 18, 19℄, valid for the
omplete universality lass of the three-dimensional (3D)
uniaxial symmetrial Ising like systems [20℄.
This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 provides
the data soures. Only are onsidered the eetive t-
ting results of the orrelation length measurements whih
have been published in the litterature. After the intro-
dution of the four ritial oordinates whih haraterize
eah one-omponent uid, we reall in Setion 3 the es-
sential features of the singular behavior of the orrelation
length. From a brief analysis based on the orresponding
state sheme, we illustrate also the well-known failure of
the lassial theories of ritial phenomena [21℄. Setion
4 presents the appliation of the sale dilatation method
to the physial (eld) variables of the uid sublass, lead-
ing to the master singular behavior observed. A tting
(two-terms) power law equation, whih satises univer-
sal features of asymptoti hypersaling and (one-term)
ritial rossover valid in the preasymptoti domain [18℄,
is also proposed in this Setion 4. Then the tting by
a well-dened and omplete mean rossover funtion ob-
tained from the massive renormalization sheme, is made
in Setion 5. A brief analysis of the validity range of the
lassial-to-ritial rossover desription is given before
onluding in Setion 6.
22. THE DATA SOURCES
The data soures are obtained from turbidity and sat-
tering measurements as a funtion of T , whih provide
simultaneous determination of the suseptibility (propor-
tional to the isothermal ompressibility) and the orre-
lation length. The measurements are performed near
the ritial point, that orresponds to a nite temper-
ature range bounded by the max and min values of
∆T = T − Tc,exp, where Tc,exp is the measured (or es-
timated) ritial temperature in the experiments. The
relative preision estimated by the authors is generally
of the order of 10%, but we have noted that the raw data
for ξ, as a funtion of the raw data for ∆T , are sarely
given in the published results to provide easy ontrol of
this unertainty level. The authors only have systemat-
ially reported their tting results as a funtion of the
dimensionless temperature distane ∆τ∗ to the ritial
point, dened by
∆τ∗ =
∆T
Tc,exp
=
T − Tc,exp
Tc,exp
(1)
Suh a normalized temperature dierene is the relevant
physial variable to desribe the singular saling behavior
of the thermodynami uid properties along the ritial
isohore [22℄. In the eld theory framework [20℄, ∆τ∗ is
proportional to the renormalized thermal eld t of the
Φ4d=3 (n = 1)-model for the universality lass onsidered
in the present paper (see below) whih orresponds to
a salar (n = 1) order parameter density and a three
dimensional (d = 3) system.
The ustomary funtional forms used to t the data
are:
i) the eetive (single term) power law divergene
ξ = ξ+0 (∆τ
∗)
−ν
(2)
where the free amplitude ξ+0 is a uid-dependent quantity
and ν an eetive ritial exponent whih only asymptot-
ially (∆τ∗ → 0) takes a universal theoretial value, es-
timated to νIsing ≈ 0.63 (see [23℄ for updated theoretial
estimations). In Eq. (2), the value of the ritial expo-
nent an be onsidered as an adjustable parameter when
measurements are performed in a restrited temperature
range at nite distane to Tc,exp. The main harateristi
of suh tting is the high orrelation between the ee-
tive values of ξ+0 and ν, whih are then highly dependent
on Tc,exp and on the (extension and mean) values of the
temperature range overed by measurements.
ii) the Wegner expansion [24℄, generally restrited to
the following (two-term) equation,
ξ = ξ+0 (∆τ
∗)
−ν
[
1 + a+ξ (∆τ
∗)
∆
]
, (3)
where ∆ ≈ 0.5 is a universal ritial exponent [23℄ whih
haraterizes the leading family of the orretions to the
saling behavior. a+ξ is the uid-dependent onuent am-
plitude of the rst orretion to saling. In suh a tting
equation, the exponents are generally xed to their the-
oretial values, and only the adjustable amplitudes ξ+0
and a+ξ remain highly orrelated to Tc,exp. Moreover the
ontribution of the rst onuent orretion term to sal-
ing mostly appears lower than - or of the same order of
magnitude as - the experimental unertainty (reeting
an eetive experimental situation where a+ξ (> 0) ∼ 1
and ∆τ∗ . 10−2).
In Table I are summarized the seleted tting results
[with free (or xed) exponents and aounting (or not) for
rst-order Wegner term℄ for the seven uids. All these
tting results are taken from litterature (see referenes
given in the last olumn of Table I).
3. ANALYSIS FROM THE CORRESPONDING
STATE SCHEME
In Figure 1a (log-log sale; olor online), are reported
the urves illustrating the tted singular behavior of the
ξ (nm) raw data, as a funtion of T −Tc (K) (from Eqs.
(2) or (3) and data of Table 1). Eah urve has an exten-
sion overing the experimental temperature range (while,
at the Figure 1a sale, the urve thikness illustrates the
10% unertainty on ξ measurements). The dimensional
quantities make eah uid behavior learly distinguish-
able (at the same value of T − Tc = 40mK for example,
the ξ values are overing one deade: from 5nm for 3He,
up to 50nm for D2O).
Our rst analysis starts from the following harater-
isti set [13, 14℄,
Qminc,ap¯ =
{
Tc, vp¯,c, pc, γ
′
c =
[(
∂p
∂T
)
vp¯,c
]
CP
}
(4)
made of the four ritial parameters needed to loalize
the ritial point on the p, vp¯, T phase surfae. The se-
leted data are given in Table II. The subsript c orre-
sponds to the ritial parameters, the subsript ap¯ reall
the thermodynami potential (see below) used to on-
strut its assoiated phase surfae, while the subsript
p¯ orresponds to a quantity normalized per partile.
The subsript CP means the value at the ritial point.
vp¯ =
V
N
=
mp¯
ρ
, where V is the total volume of the uid
ontainer, and N is the total amount of uid partiles of
individual massmp¯ [25℄. Suh a phase surfae of equation
Φpap¯ (p, vp¯, T ) = 0 uses the two onjugated experimen-
tal variables, p (intensive) and V (extensive), and repre-
sents the uid equilibrium states provided by the equa-
tion of state (e.o.s.) p (T, vp¯) = −
(
∂A
∂V
)
T,N
= −
(
∂ap¯
∂vp¯
)
T
[26℄. A (Ωi) [ap¯ (ωi) =
A
N
℄ is the total (per partile)
Helmholtz free energy of natural variables Ωi = (T, V,N)
[ωi = (T, vp¯)℄. γ
′
c is the ommon limiting diretion at CP,
in the p;T plane, of both the ritial isohore on the ho-
mogeneous (single phase) domain (T > Tc), and the satu-
3Fluid
ξ+0(
Å
) ν a+ξ ∆ ∆Tmax
(K)
∆Tmin
(K)
Ref.
Xe 2.0± 0.25 0.63± 0.05 [1℄
Xe 1.84 ± 0.03
0.63
fixed
0.55
1/2
fixed
10 0.0026 [2℄
Kr 1.71 ± 0.01
0.6304
fixed
0.624 ± 0.4
0.504
fixed
20 0.021 [3℄
Ar 1.71 ± 0.25 0.63± 0.02 3.5 0.04 [4℄
Ar 1.6 ± 0.2 0.64± 0.02 3.5 0.04 [4℄
3He 4.8 ± 2.0 0.59± 0.04 0.00014 0.000014 [5℄
3He 2.71± 0.015 0.629 ± 0.002 0.732 ± 0.007 0.502 ± 0.01 0.1 0.000014 [6℄
SF6 1.5± 0.23 0.67± 0.07 0.45 0.038 [7℄
SF6 2.016 ± 0.2 0.6214 ± 0.01 1.0 0.048 [8℄
CO2 1.94 ± 0.2 0.60± 0.02 10 0.01 [9℄
CO2 1.50 ± 0.09 0.633 ± 0.01 10 0.023 [10℄
D2O 1.30 ± 0.23 0.623 ± 0.03 13 0.15 [11℄
D2O 1.372 ± 0.01
0.6304
fixed
0.676 ± 0.2
0.504
fixed
22. 1.6 [12℄
Table I: Published values of ξ+0 , ν, a
+
ξ , and ∆, obtained from tting [with the Eqs. (2,3)℄ the turbidity and sattering
measurements, in the temperature range ∆Tmin 6 T − Tc 6 ∆Tmax, along the ritial isohore of seven one-omponent uids
(for data soures and the seleted tting results see the referenes given in the last olumn).
ration pressure urve - [the projetion of the vapor-liquid
equilibrium state℄ - on the heterogeneous (two phase) do-
main (T < Tc). We note that the Tc values given in Table
II, whih result from omplete thermodynami analysis of
the phase surfae, are mostly dierent from Tc,exp, as the
ρc =
mp¯
vp¯,c
values from Table II generally dier from the
measured (or estimated) ritial density in the seleted
experiments.
In a rst step, from Qminc,ap¯ , we are able to derive dimen-
sionless thermodynami and orrelation funtions, using
the sale fators,
(βc)
−1
= kBTc (5)
as an energy unit, and
αc =
(
kBTc
pc
) 1
d
(6)
as a length unit. In regards to the notieable dierenes
in the ξ values observed in Figure 1a, at a same T − Tc
value, we note the small dierenes in αc values, given in
the olumn 8 of Table II. We also note that αc, obtained
only using intensive variables, is not dependent of the
size L ∼ (V ) 1d of the ontainer (kB is the Boltzmann
onstant; d = 3). αc has a lear physial meaning as a
length unit [13℄: it represents the spatial extent of the
short-ranged (Lennard-Jones like) moleular interation
[27℄, whih allows us to dene vc,I =
kBTc
pc
as the volume
of the mirosopi ritial interation ell of eah uid.
The introdution of the two harateristi dimension-
less numbers,
Zc =
pcvp¯,c
kBTc
(7)
and
Yc = γ
′
c
Tc
pc
− 1 (8)
allows us to rewrite the minimal set [Eq. (4)℄ in the more
onvenient form
Qminc,ap¯ =
{
(βc)
−1
, αc, Zc, Yc
}
(9)
whih involves one energy sale fator, one length sale
fator, and two dimensionless sale fators harateriz-
ing two preferred diretions to ross the ritial point
along the ritial isotherm and the ritial isohore, re-
spetively. Zc is the usual ritial ompression fator. In
addition, (Zc)
−1
= ncvc,I is the number of partiles that
ll vc,I , and the minimal set given by the equation (9)
appears related to the ritial interation ell properties.
We reall that the ritial ompression fator Zc, and
the ritial Riedel fator αR,c - related to Yc by αR,c =
Yc + 1 -, are also two basi tools for developing an e.o.s.
for engineering uid modeling.
Figure 1b (log-log sale; olor online), gives the sin-
gular behavior of the dimensionless orrelation length
ξ∗ = ξ
αc
as a funtion of the dimensionless temperature
distane ∆τ∗ of Eq. (1), preisely obtained from the
lassial theory of orresponding states (here with two
harateristi parameters), using (βc)
−1
and αc units.
4Figure 1: (Color online) a) Log-Log sale of ξ as a funtion of T − Tc > 0, along the ritial isohore for Xe, Kr, Ar,
3
He,
SF6, CO2, and D2O. Eah orresponding urve orresponds to the t results reported in Table I, using Eqs. (2) and (3) for
tting data on the orresponding experimental range; b) Log-Log sale of the respetive dimensionless variables expressed in
αc length unit and (βc)
−1
energy unit, illustrating the failure of the lassial orresponding state sheme. The expeted mean
eld behavior with lassial index νMF =
1
2
is given by the urve labelled MF [see text and Eq. (10)℄; ) Mathed master
behavior (Log-Log sale) of the renormalized orrelation length ℓ∗qf , as a funtion of the renormalized thermal eld T
∗
, [see
Eqs. (20) and (14), respetively℄. The urves labelled SDM and MR orrespond to the Eqs. (21) and (25), respetively. The
dashed line illustrates the universal ritial index νIsing ≃ 0.63 for the asymptoti pure power law behavior of the uniaxial
3D Ising-like universality lass. At large values of the renormalized thermal eld (T ∗ ≥ 3), we have illustrated by the urve
m a rough estimate ℓ∗qf ≈
1
2
of the mirosopi limit where the orrelation length ξ will reah the order of magnitude of the
two partile equilibrium position re (with re ' σ, where σ is the size of the partile); see text. In the superimposed Table are
shown olor indexation for eah uid (left olumn) and alulated
ξ
+
0
αc
values (right olumn), using Eq. (28) and Table II data.
Fluid
mp¯(
10−26kg
) Λ∗qe Tc
(K)
vp¯,c(
nm3
) pc
(MPa)
γ′c(
MPaK−1
) (βc)−1(
10−21J
) αc
(nm)
Zc Yc
Xe 21.803 1 289.74 0.19589 5.84 0.118 4.0003 0.881508 0.28601 4.85434
Kr 13.9154 1 209.286 0.15292 5.5 0.1562 2.88951 0.806901 0.291065 4.94372
Ar 6.6336 1 150.725 0.12388 4.865 0.172 2.08099 0.753463 0.2896 4.32882
3He 0.4983 1.11966 3.31555 0.12022 0.114724 0.11759 0.0457761 0.736198 0.301284 2.39837
SF6 24.252 1 318.70 0.32684 3.76 0.0835 4.4 1.054 0.281 6.08
CO2 7.308 1 304.14 0.15622 7.3753 0.170 4.2 0.829 0.274 6.01
D2O 3.329 1 643.89 0.09346 21.671 0.2717 8.88987 0.743029 0.227829 7.07277
Table II: Minimal set of ritial parameters [see Eqs. (4) and (9)℄ for the seven one-omponent uids of partile mass mp¯.
Λ∗qe ≥ 1 [Eq. (17)℄ diers from unity by a nonuniversal adjustable quantity proper to the nature of the
3He quantum partile
[see text and Eqs (18) and (19)℄
5Evaluation from standard mono-atomi Xe, shows the
failure of the lassial theory, inreasing quantum eets
in
3
He, and dereasing non-spherial interation eets in
D2O. The dimensionless orrelation length is then over-
ing a relative variation by a fator more than 2 at the
same redued temperature distane to the ritial point
(see also our alulated values of
ξ
+
0
αc
in the inserted table
on Figure 1). Moreover an illustration of the inaptness
of the mean eld exponent νMF =
1
2 to desribe the
lassial utuation behavior [28℄ expeted from Van der
Waals-like theories, is shown by the urve labelled MF ,
of equation
ξMF
αc
=
1
4
(
3
√
2
π
) 1
d
(∆τ∗)
−νMF
(10)
We note also that the lassial approah along the rit-
ial isohore in the homogeneous domain is not able to
reprodue experimental behavior at large distane to the
ritial point. Suh a failure an be related to the number
of interating partiles (here given by
1
Zc
∼ 3− 4), whih
seems too small to validate a mean eld approximation
of the attrative moleular interation at distane greater
than αc for a uid at ritial density, as we will disuss
below (see Setion 5).
4. ANALYSIS USING THE SCALE DILATATION
METHOD
As demonstrated in referenes [14, 29℄, Zc and Yc an
be used as the two sale fators to formulate the dimen-
sionless master asymptoti behavior of the one ompo-
nent uid sublass. As a matter of fat, asymptoti mas-
ter singular behaviors of dimensionless potentials and
dimensionless orrelation funtions only our [13℄ us-
ing appropriate dilatations of the following physial vari-
ables,
∆τ∗ = kBβc (T − Tc) (11)
(to generate the renormalized thermal eld),
∆h∗ = βc (µp¯ − µp¯,c) (12)
(to generate the renormalized ordering eld), and
∆m∗ = (αc)
d
(n− nc) (13)
(to generate density of the renormalized order param-
eter - onjugated to the renormalized ordering eld).
These sale dilatations of the uid variables are now de-
ned [15℄ in omplete formal analogy to the eld the-
ory framework [20℄. Suh a theoretial approah pro-
vides a omprehensive understanding of the diverging
universal harater of the spontaneous utuations of ex-
tensive variables, using the renormalization group (RG)
tehniques [30, 31, 32℄, to deal with the ontributions
of ritial utuations. We briey reall that this the-
oretial approah aounts for innite degrees of free-
dom near the non-Gausssian (Wilson-Fisher) xed point,
throughout the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson Hamiltonian of
the Φ4d=3 (n = 1)-model for the universality lass of the
3D uniaxial symmetrial Ising like systems, with asso-
iated oupling onstant u4 > 0. In this model, the
relevant pair of renormalized elds are the weakly u-
tuating thermal eld t, and the ordering eld h whih
exhibits stronger utuations, with {t = 0,h = 0} at
the isolated non-Gaussian xed point. A single param-
eter κ, suh that κ << Λ0, measures the distane to
the non-Gaussian xed point in suh a way that this
xed point orresponds to κ∗ = κΛ0 = 0. Λ0 is the a-
tual mirosopi wave number, haraterizing a disrete
struture of matter with spaing (Λ0)
−1
. κ is preisely
related to the inverse orrelation length ξ−1 of the utu-
ations of the order-parameter m, onjugated to h, with
ℓ∗qf = Λ0ξ = (κ
∗)
−1
. Here ℓ∗qf orresponds to the di-
mensionless form of the atual uid orrelation length
expressed in units of αc [Eq. (6)℄, also inluding quan-
tum uids (labelled qf) throughout the introdution of
a dimensionless adjustable parameter Λ∗qe whih aount
for the quantum eets [see below the Eq. (20) and the
related disussion℄. At the xed point, the utuations
are innite, i.e. ξ (t = 0, h = 0) ∼ ∞. Close to the non-
Gaussian xed point within the ritial asymptoti do-
main, i. e. for small values of the renormalized elds t
and h whih ensure that κ << Λ0, the Wegner expan-
sions [24℄ represent the singular behavior of thermody-
namis and orrelations funtions of any physial system
belonging to the universality lass of this Φ4d=3 (n = 1)-
model. In partiular, the Wegner expansion of Equation
(3) an be used for ξ. In that ritial asymptoti domain,
ξ, although nite, is still larger than (Λ0)
−1
. So that the
lose ritial viinity of the non-Gaussian xed point an
be dened by ℓ∗qf = Λ0ξ >> 1.
The renormalization introdues the two-sale univer-
sality of the physial system through analytial propor-
tionality between the physial variables and the renor-
malized elds t and h, respetively [30, 31℄. In a similar
manner, the sale dilatation method is dened by the
following renormalization of ∆τ∗ and ∆h∗ into T ∗qf and
H∗qf
T ∗qf ≡ T ∗ = Yc∆τ∗ (14)
H∗qf =
(
Λ∗qe
)2H∗ = (Λ∗qe)2 (Zc)− d2 ∆h∗ (15)
respetively. Correspondingly, the renormalization of the
order parameter ∆m∗ intoM∗qf reads as follows
M∗qf = Λ∗qeM∗ = Λ∗qe (Zc)
d
2 ∆m∗ (16)
Obviously, T ∗, H∗ and M∗, are the renormalized vari-
ables dened for non-quantum uids, for whih the
6nonuniversal wave number reads Λ0 =
1
αc
, sine αc is
the single expliit length unit. In Eq. (14), the iden-
tity T ∗qf ≡ T ∗ means that the quantum eets are only
aounted for at T ∼= Tc. In Eqs. (15) and (16), the
dimensionless parameter
Λ∗qe = 1 + λc (17)
aounts for quantum eets on the mirosopi wave
number Λ0 at T ∼= Tc [15℄, in suh a relative phenomeno-
logial way that
Λ0Λ
∗
qe =
1
αc
(18)
with
λc = λq,f
ΛT,c
αc
(19)
λq,f (with λq,f > 0), is thus a nonuniversal adjustable
number whih aounts for statistial ontribution due to
the nature (boson, fermion, et.) of the quantum partile.
ΛT,c =
hP
(2πmp¯kBTc)
1
2
is the de Broglie thermal wavelength
at T = Tc, hP is the Plank onstant (the subsript P
is here added to make a distintion with the eld theory
ordering eld h). The Eq. (18) preserves the same length
sale unit for thermodynami and orrelations funtions.
Therefore, the renormalized dimensionless orrelation
length is given by
ℓ∗qf = (κ
∗)
−1
= Λ0ξ =
ξ∗
Λ∗qe
=
ξ
αcΛ∗qe
(20)
and the orresponding dilatation of the dimensionless
axis ∆τ∗ and ξ
αc
into T ∗ and ℓ∗qf are then dened by
Eqs. (14) and (20), respetively, only using Qminc,ap¯ and
Λ∗qe.
The expeted ollapsing onto the master behavior ob-
tained from appliation of this sale dilatation method to
the physial variables is shown in Figure 1 (log-log sale;
olor online), independently of any theoretial form used
to represent this master behavior. The satter between
the urves now orresponds to their estimated preision
(10%) for eah uid orrelation length.
Sine the sale dilatation of the physial variables [see
equations (14) and (15)℄ is analogous to the basi hy-
potheses of the renormalization group, we expet that
the master asymptoti singularities present the universal
features of the universality lass. Speially within the
preasymptoti domain, the observed divergene of ℓ∗qf
an be represented by the following two-term Wegner ex-
pansion
ℓ∗qf = Z+ξ (T ∗)−ν
[
1 + Z1,+ξ (T ∗)∆
]
(21)
where the leading amplitude Z+ξ = 0.57 and the rst
onuent amplitude Z1,+ξ = 0.377 have master (i.e. on-
stant) values for the pure uid sublass (see the Refs.
exponent Z
+
ξ S2 i Xξ,i Yξ,i
ν 0.6303875 2.121008 22.9007 1 40.0606 −0.098968
∆ 0.50189 2 11.9321 −0.15391
∆MF 0.5 3 1.90235 −0.00789505
Z
1,+
ξ 5.81623
Table III: Values of the universal exponents and onstant pa-
rameters of Eqs. (22), (23) and (30).
[14, 29℄ for details making referene to ritial xenon be-
havior [33℄ in order to obtain these master values). This
result, obtained from master singular behavior of thermo-
dynami properties satises asymptoti hypersaling and
extends the saling assertions rst proposed by Widom
[22℄ for the equation of state of the one-omponent uid.
5. MEAN CROSSOVER FUNCTION FROM THE
MASSIVE RENORMALIZATION SCHEME
We an now onsider the min and max aurate
expressions of the omplete lassial-to-ritial rossover
reently proposed by Bagnuls and Bervillier [16℄. From
the numeri values of the parameters of the generi fun-
tions Fmin (t) and Fmax (t) given in Tables I and II of
referene [16℄, we have derived the numerial values of
parameters assoiated to the mean rossover funtions
whih reprodue as losely as possible the error treat-
ment initially made by the authors from their generi
funtions. Suh a mean rossover funtion for the inverse
orrelation length reads as follows
[ℓ∗ (t)]
−1
= Z+ξ (t)
ν
i=3∏
i=1
[
1 +Xξ,it
D(t)
]Yξ,i
(22)
with
D (t) =
∆ +∆MFS2
√
t
1 + S2
√
t
(23)
and
t = ϑ |∆τ∗| (24)
All the ritial exponents (ν, ∆, ∆MF ) and the onstants
(Z
+
ξ , Xξ,i, Yξ,i, S2) are given in Table III. The adjustable
parameter ϑ introdues the non-universality proper to
eah seleted system.
To t eah urve of Figure 1a with equations (22) to
(24), we introdue one asymptoti (system-dependent)
prefator λ0, of dimension [length]
−1
, from the following
equation
1
ξ (∆τ∗)
= λ0Z
+
ξ (∆τ
∗)ν
i=3∏
i=1
[
1 +Xξ,it
D(t)
]Yξ,i
(25)
where we note that the leading term is now a unique
funtion of ∆τ∗, as proposed by Bagnuls and Bervillier
7[16℄. In suh a tting proedure, ϑ is readily seen as a
rossover parameter assoiated with one irrelevant phys-
ial eld. The prefator λ0 satises to the two-sale uni-
versal feature of this universality lass, assoiated with
the two relevant physial elds (only two among all these
prefators are harateristis of the non-universality of
the seleted system). From our denition of the length
unit, we an rewrite λ0 as follows
λ0 =
1
αc
ℓ∗0 (26)
leading to the following modiation of the above equa-
tion (25)
αc
ξ (∆τ∗)
= ℓ∗0Z
+
ξ (∆τ
∗)
ν
i=3∏
i=1
[
1 +Xξ,it
D(t∗)
]Yξ,i
(27)
Now it is easy to understand that the restrited analy-
sis of the two-term Wegner expansion provides omplete
materials for the unequivoal determination of the two
adjustable parameters ℓ∗0 and ϑ. For example, the asymp-
toti term to term omparison of equation (3) and inverse
equation (27), provides the following two relations
ξ+0 = αc
(
ℓ∗0Z
+
ξ
)−1
(28)
and
a+ξ = Z
1,+
ξ (ϑ)
∆
(29)
where
Z
1,+
ξ = −
i=3∑
i=1
Xξ,iYξ,i (30)
The value of the onstant amplitude Z
1,+
ξ is given in Ta-
ble III. However, we note that the quantum orretion
parameter disappears in suh a standard estimation of
the leading prefator (and leading amplitude) when the
two sale fators are unknown [33℄.
>From the sale dilatation method, to t the master
urve of Figure 1 with equations (22) to (24), need to
introdue two master (i.e. onstant) parameters, ℓ
{1f}
0
and ϑ{1f}, that are harateristis of the one-omponent
uid sublass, using the rossover modeling equation
1
ℓ∗
qf
(T ∗) = ℓ
{1f}
0 Z
+
ξ
(
ϑ{1f}T ∗)ν
×
i=3∏
i=1
[
1 +Xξ,i
(
ϑ{1f}T ∗)D(ϑ{1f}T ∗)]Yξ,i
(31)
In equation (31),
ℓ
{1f}
0 =
[
Z+ξ Z+ξ
(
ϑ{1f}
)ν]−1
(32)
and
ϑ{1f} =
(
Z1,+ξ
Z
1,+
ξ
) 1
∆
(33)
in order to agree with the two-term asymptoti behavior
given by equation (21). The mandatory relation between
the relevant eld t of the Φ4d=3 (1)-model and the master
eld T ∗ of the uid sublass reads as follows
t = ϑ{1f}T ∗ (34)
From Z
+
ξ , Z
1,+
ξ , Z+ξ , and Z1,+ξ values we obtain ϑ{1f} =
0.004288 and ℓ
{1f}
0 = 25.699. We note that the master
prefator ℓ
{1f}
0 is attahed to the orrelation length be-
haviors above and below the ritial temperature, while
the master rossover parameter ϑ{1f} is the same for
any property along the ritial isohore, above and below
the ritial temperature. The respetive urves labelled
SDM [of equation (21)℄ and MR [of inverse equation
(31)℄, are illustrated in Figure 1, with notieable asymp-
toti agreement with master experimental behavior of
the seven one-omponent uids. The preasymptoti do-
main (labelled PAD), desribed by a Wegner expansion
restrited to the rst onuent orretion [see equation
(21)℄, extends up to L1fPAD . 3 10−3 (see the orrespond-
ing arrow in T ∗ axis). In the extended asymptoti do-
main (labelled EAD) whih extends up to L1fEAD . 0.1
(see the orresponding arrow in T ∗ axis), the observed
master behavior is well-represented by the theoretial
ritial-to-lassial rossover [see equation (31)℄. From
the omparison of Figures 1b and 1, we an also note
that the appliability of the two-sale master behavior
obtained from the sale dilatation method goes far be-
yond the appliability of the orresponding state method
based on lassial theory.
By reversing the sale dilatation method for any one-
omponent uid whereQminc,ap¯ and Λ
∗
qe are known, it is easy
to determine its attahed two harateristi parameters
ℓ∗0 and ϑ, and to derive Eq. (3) from Eq. (21), using the
following relations
ℓ∗0 =
1
Λ∗qe
ℓ
{1f}
0 (35)
ϑ = Ycϑ
{1f}
(36)
ξ+0 = αcΛ
∗
qe (Yc)
−ν Z+ξ (37)
a+ξ = Z1,+ξ (Yc)∆ (38)
Equation (3) an now be readily used without any ad-
justable parameter (exept Λ∗qe).
8Sine the ritial behaviour predited by RG theory
asymptotially agrees with the master behavior for the
one-omponent uid sublass, the only remaining prob-
lem is the determination of the thermal eld distane
at whih signiant deviation between the Φ4d=3 (n = 1)-
model and the uid sublass appears. To point out
that suh a thermal distane (noted T ∗CO in the fol-
lowing) exists, we onsider the variation of the ee-
tive exponent, νeff = − dln(ℓ
∗
qf)
dlnT , as a funtion of T ∗.
In addition, it is also possible to onsider the variation
of the eetive exponent, γeff = − dln(X
∗
qf)
dlnT , whih is
now entirely known [34℄, thanks to universal features
predited by RG theory and denitions [see equations
(14), (15), and (16)℄ of the sale dilatation. X ∗qf (T ) =(
∂M∗qf
∂H∗
qf
)
T
=
(
Λ∗qe
)2−d
(Zc)
d−2
κ∗T is the renormalized
suseptibility [15℄, with κ∗T = pcκT . κT =
1
ρ
(
∂ρ
∂T
)
T
is
the (physial) isothermal ompressibility. The two lim-
its for the γeff -variation alulated from the Φ
4
d=3 (1)-
model are γMF = 1 (lose to the Gaussian xed point)
and γIsing ∼= 1.24 [23℄ (lose to the Wilson-Fisher xed
point).
The omplete results are shown in Figure 2 (olor on-
line) as a funtion of the renormalized thermal eld T ∗
(lower axis), or as a funtion of the renormalized orre-
lation length ℓ∗qf (upper axis). We reall that ℓ
∗
qf gives
a best estimate of the ratio between the eetive size (ξ)
of the ritial utuations and the eetive size (αc) of
the attrative moleular interation. Sine the typial
range of the dispersion fores in Lennard-Jones-like u-
ids is slighly greater than twie the equilibrium distane
(re ' σ) between two interating partiles of nite ore
size σ, we have reported on the upper axis of Figure 2 a
rough estimate [ℓ∗qf ≈ 12 ℄ of the limit where the orrela-
tion length will be omparable with the order of magni-
tude of the partile size. From the theoretial rossover
t, suh a limit orresponds to T ∗p¯ ≈ 1.3 (here the sup-
sript p¯ is for a related partile property). Therefore, it is
important to note that the eetive rossover for the uid
sublass appears in the thermal eld range T ∗CO ≈ 0.5−1
where ℓ∗qf . 1, as disussed below.
As illustrated by the urve labelled CO in Figure
2a, the rough estimate of the eetive rossover around
T ∗CO ≈ 0.5 − 1 orresponds to the following notieable
dierenes in γeff -values obtained from tting analyses
[13, 35, 36, 37℄ of the isothermal ompressibility data
of xenon obtained from pV T measurements [38, 39, 40℄:
for T ∗ < T ∗CO, γeff -values are always greater than
γIsing+γMF
2
∼= 1.12 and inrease to γIsing ∼= 1.24 when
T ∗ → 0; for T ∗ ≥ T ∗CO, γeff -value is slightly onstant
and lose to unity (see also the Figure 1 in referene [33℄).
This general trend is observed whatever the seleted pure
uid, as already noted in referenes [13, 14℄. In spite of
the diulty in determining the preise shape of the γeff -
variation in this rossover range where ℓ∗qf . 1, we may
expet to not observe a ollapse onto an unique rossover
urve for dierent pure uids (see also our analysis [29℄
of rossover behavior for the renormalized order param-
eter of several pure uids in the non-homogeneous do-
main). As a matter of fat, the massive renormalization
sheme is not appropriate when ℓ∗qf . 1. We have il-
lustrated this situation by the hypotheti urves labelled
CO and 8 in Figure 2b where a possible derease of νeff
to zero ours rossing T ∗CO. Suh a zero-value [signia-
tively dierent from the (mean-eld)
1
2 -value℄ should be
the result of an expeted value ℓ∗qf = const
∼= 12 (see the
limiting urve m, analogous to the one of Figure 1) re-
lated to a onstant value of the diret orrelation length
(however, as already noted, ℓ∗qf ≈ 12 is not here a mas-
ter value whatever the pure uid). At large temperature
distane to the ritial point (i.e. for T ≫ TCO), suh a
limit means that the diret orrelation between interat-
ing partiles at equilibrium position (re ∼= αc2 ) inside the
(short-ranged) ritial interation ell, an mainly on-
tribute to the loal density utuations. We reall that,
along the ritial isohore in the homogeneous phase,
1
Zc
,
i.e. the number of partile in the ritial interation ell,
and αc, i.e. the size of the ritial interation ell, are
two quantities whih are sligthly dependent on the tem-
perature range (sine the ritial isohore is losely a
straight line in the p;T diagram). Suh a onjetured
mirosopi situation is realisti and similar to the re-
sults obtained from moleular numerial simulation of
a Lennard-Jones like uid, preisely in the temperature
range T ∗ = kBT
εLJ
> 2 (whih orresponds to T ∗ > 1.5 for
the monoatomi rare gases suh as argon, krypton and
xenon). In that situation, only the rst peak of the stati
struture fator is observed to be signiant in a redued
density [ρ∗ = ρ(σLJ )
d
mp¯
≈ 0.3℄ range inluding the redued
ritial density ρ∗c ≈ 0.3 (εLJ and σLJ are the two hara-
teristis parameters of the Lennard-Jones like potential).
However, at suh low density and high temperature
ranges, the assoiated oordination number (. 4) is too
small to infer validity of a mean-eld approximation of
the attrative interation.
6. CONCLUSION
We provide an asymptoti desription for the orrela-
tion length singular behavior of the one-omponent uid
sublass. The master ritial rossover behavior of this
sublass an be observed up to T ∗ ≈ 0.1 (or ℓ∗qf ≈ 3).
The one-omponent uid sublass then orresponds to
the simplest situation in the Φ4d=3 (n = 1)-model where
the starting point for u4 > 0 (in usual renormalized tra-
jetories [32℄), is ertainly very lose to the ideal RG tra-
jetory between the Gaussian and the Wilson-Fisher xed
points [32℄). Suh a supplementary onstraint, is not a
neessity in the eld theory framework [16℄. In a omple-
mentary work, we will show that this onstraint ertainly
takes origin in the desription of the ritial point viin-
ity by nite (linearized) thermodynamis, whih provides
9omplete understanding for the master thermodynami
properties normalized at the volume sale (αc)
d
of the
ritial interation ell.
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Figure 2: (Color on line) Variations of the eetive exponents
γeff (part a) and νeff (part b) as a funtion of the renor-
malized thermal feld T ∗ (lower axis) or as a funtion of the
renormalized orrelation length ℓ∗qf (upper axis). The full
urves labelled MR represent the γeff and νeff theoretial
variations obtained from the respetive mean rossover fun-
tions (see Ref. [34℄ and text). The dashed urves labelled
PAD orrespond to the exponent variation in the preasymp-
toti domain obtained from a Wegner expansion restrited to
the rst onuent orretion [see equation (21) and text ℄,
whose thermal eld validity extends up to L
1f
PAD . 3 10
−3
(see the orresponding arrow in T ∗ axis). In the extended
asymptoti domain (labelled EAD), the experimental master
behavior is well-represented by the theoretial rossover fun-
tion [see equation (31)℄, whose thermal eld validity extends
up to L
1f
EAD . 0.1 (see the orresponding arrow in T
∗
axis).
The shemati urves labelled CO and the urve 8 (part b)
orrespond to the hypothetized eetive rossover for pure
uids in a thermal eld range 0.5 . T ∗CO . 1, (see the or-
responding double arrow in T ∗ axis). The 1-to-7 urves for
γeff -variations refer [see also Ref. ([33℄)℄ to experimental es-
timations of the isothermal ompressibility for xenon: 1a and
1b) from interferometri measurements (see Refs. [35℄ and
[36℄, respetively); 2) from light sattering measurements (see
Ref. [2℄); 3) from turbidity and ligth sattering measurements
(see Ref. [13℄); 4-to-7) from pV T measurement analysis (see
Refs. [13, 14, 37℄). For the seleted pV T measurements see
Refs. [38, 39, 40℄. For urve m see the Figure 1 legend and
text.
